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Good instruments are easy to find and surprisingly affordable.  There are a range of 
outfits (violin, bow and case included as one ‘package’) available that cost $1,500.00 
or less. 
 
Instruments in this range are usually factory made in Asia or Eastern Europe, they 
are generally robust but the “fitting up” is not very refined.   
 
Fitting up is the process of fine tuning the instrument with the correct bridge, strings 
and tailpiece and ensuring that the tuning pegs work properly and the fingerboard is 
the right shape for ease of playing, etc.  This is necessary to gain optimum 
performance from the instrument and makes it easier to play. 
 
The prices listed below give a range for instruments direct from the factory for the 
budget conscious, to the more expensive, professionally fitted up instruments which 
are fine tuned by trained technicians here in Australia.  These prices are all subject to 
change from time to time without notice. 
 
In this fitting up process, value for money is important.  Very expensive fittings or 
strings would not be a requirement for instruments at the lower priced entry level, 
whereas on instruments in the upper price bracket, the process is more complex and 
consequently costs more.  In this list, 3* represents the more modest professional set 
up for entry level instruments, 5* represents the top level.   
 
Wherever possible, Sarah recommends the students purchase professionally fitted up 
instruments. 
 
 
Enrico Student Plus : $199.00 - $374.00 
The Enrico Student Plus is a great entry level outfit designed for the beginner. 
 
The tone woods used in the Enrico Student Plus violin are maple for the back, sides 
and neck and pine for the belly. The varnish is synthetic and produces a tough, hard 
wearing protective coating and the fingerboard and tuning pegs are made from 
ebony. The Enrico violins are set up to the 3* standard making them a pleasure to 
play. 
 
Complete with case and bow, the Student Plus is available in sizes of 1/16 to 4/4. 
 
 
Enrico Student Extra : $299.00 - $474.00 
The Enrico Student Extra is a very attractive violin. 
 
Slightly more refined than the Enrico Student Plus, this instrument is made from 
quality flamed spruce and maple and has a warm and clear sound. The varnish is 
synthetic and produces a very tough, hard wearing protective coating and the 
fingerboard and tuning pegs are made from ebony.  Set up to the 3* standard, the 
Student Extra comes with a bow, slim line, lightweight case with backpack straps and 
an internal shoulder rest compartment. 
 
The Enrico Student Extra is available in sizes of 1/16 to 4/4. 



 
 
 
 
Gliga III : $479.00 - $584.00 
Gliga present a range of instruments starting with the Gliga III, which is a very 
attractive entry level violin. 
Made in Reghin, Romania from maple and Carpathian spruce, Gligas have a light, 
matte varnish and quality ebony fingerboard and tuning pegs. The Gliga violin is well 
know for it's warm and earthy tones and ease of playing. 
 
Fitted up with a 3* setup, the Gliga III violin includes a case and a bow. 
 
 
Gliga II : $769.00 - $1,294.00 
Also made in Reghin, Romania from local maple and Carpathian spruce, the Gliga IIs 
have a similar matte varnish and quality ebony fingerboard and tuning pegs. 
 
The Gliga II violin is more refined in its construction and it generally produces a 
more open and full sound.  Fitted with a 5* set up, the Gliga II includes a case and a 
bow. 
 
 
Raggetti RV2 : $215.00 - $390.00 
Raggetti’s violins present an excellent range and a choice of pricing levels. 
 
Made from solid wood, maple for the back, sides and neck and pine for the belly, the 
Raggetti RV2 is an excellent student violin. The varnish is attractive and hardwearing 
and the fingerboard and pegs are made from ebony. The tailpiece has built in fine 
tuners making for easy tuning. 
 
Fine, clear sounding and easy to play, the RV2 features a 3* setup and comes 
complete with case and bow. 
 
 
Raggetti RV5 : $450.00 - $625.00 
The Raggetti RV5 instruments are slightly more refined and offer very good value for 
money. 
 
As for the Raggetti RV2, the Raggetti RV5 is made from solid wood - maple for the 
back, sides and neck and pine for the belly.  The Raggetti RV5 is an excellent choice 
for the young musician. The varnish is synthetic and produces an attractive, 
hardwearing and protective coating. The fingerboard and pegs are made from ebony 
and the tailpiece has built in fine tuners. 
 
These violins come complete with case and bow.  Available with the 3* setup, the RV5 
has a lovely, clear and resonate sound making it the ideal student package. 
 
 
 
 



Raggetti RV7 : $595.00 - $1,055.00 
The Raggetti RV7 instruments are an excellent choice for the advanced beginner to 
intermediate player and offer very good value. 
 
Made using nicely flamed, quality maple for the back, sides and neck and pine for the 
belly; the fingerboard and pegs are made from ebony and the tailpiece has built in 
fine tuners.  The Raggetti RV7 violins are both attractive and beautiful to play. They 
have a refined, clear and resonate sound.  
 
Fitted with a 5* professional setup, these violins are easy to play with a quick 
response and come complete with an oblong case and bow. 
 
 
KG100 : $565.00 - $995.00 
KG100 instruments are handcrafted in China using fine maple and spruce.  
 
KG violins are always reliable and perform extremely well against similarly priced 
instruments.  They violins are set up to the professional 5* playing standard and are 
ideal for intermediate level violinists as they have a clear, balanced tone and a quick 
response. 
 
The KG100 comes complete with case and bow. 
 
 
Amadeus : $680.00 - $1,100.00 
The Amadeus range of violins are handmade in China from top quality seasoned pine 
and well flamed maple. 
 
These instruments are professionally set up to the 5* standard and would suit 
intermediate players and competent students moving on to their first full size violin. 
They have a full, strong, clear tone and are excellent value. 
 
The Amadeus comes complete with oblong case and bow. 
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